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Abstract
In order to discuss and obtain the remaining inflaton potential, we introduced an idea
called “effective static friction” in our last paper [30] to balance the “force”, dVdφ
∣∣∣
φ=φ(trest)
,
of inflaton. According to this idea, we now discover that, after the course of particle
creation, there will be a relationship between the final relativistic particle number inside
an arbitrary chosen comoving volume (Nr (trest)) and the effective cosmological constant
(Λ) in our Universe. This relationship can be expressed as Nr (trest) =
(
ℓ2m2
φ
Λ
4πGσ2(trest)
)3/2
when we employ the classical chaotic model, V (φ) = 12m
2
φφ
2, and consider that φ comes
to rest at trest. Moreover, we obtain an evolution equation for the particle number (Nr (t))
inside the comoving volume. Meanwhile, a new inflaton field equation which contains
parameters of Nr (t) and “particle creation coefficients” can also be found. Importantly,
the results illustrate the fact that Λ and Nr are the results of probability.
∗ In memory of my CoCo.
† yuchung.chen@gmail.com
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3I. INTRODUCTION
Since Einstein introduced the cosmological term (λ) in 1917 [1], several works
have been proposed around the topic. However, including the research and ob-
servations of Hubble et al. [2–4], many of them have rejected the need for it as
a requirement of cosmology. Nevertheless, the term’s existence is still an issue
because vacuum energy density has been discovered in studies on quantum field
theory [5]. Unfortunately, this still fails to provide a solution, as evidenced by the
profound awareness of Weinberg, who indicates that vacuum energy densities can
not be candidates for the cosmological term [6].
Interestingly, the term, which has a new role as the effective cosmological con-
stant (ECC, Λ), became an active player again due to the amazing observations
proposed by Riess and Schmidt et al. in 1998 [7] and Perlmutter et al. in 1999 [8].
These oppose intuition, revealing that our Universe is expanding with acceleration.
Whereafter, since observational data draws out the famous tiny Λ problem 1, we
are immersed in confusion again.
On the other hand, Guth’s excellent research [10] indicates a new scenario—
inflationary theory—that enables our Universe to solve the problems which emerge
when observations are made using Hot Big Bang theory 2. Accordingly, vacuum
energy density demands attention once again, because it needs to be of a huge
value in order to initially trigger inflation. Due to these works, we are now aware
of a bigger picture that illustrates how the Universe (smoothly) ends inflation.
Furthermore, other outstanding research—the reheating [12–14] and warm infla-
tion [16] scenarios —provides detailed discussion-material for questions relating to
the course of the creation of matter in the very early Universe.
As is evident from the history of physics, simplicity and continuity are usually
1 Weinberg indicated the following vacuum energy densities in [6]: Planck, 〈εPlanck〉 ≈ 10115 eV4;
spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) in electroweak (EW) theory, ‖〈εEW〉SSB‖ ≈ 1044 eV4;
quantum chromodynamics (QCD), 〈εQCD〉vac ≈ 1032 eV4. In addition, he noted the huge dif-
ference between vacuum energy densities and dark energy density, resulting from the discovery
that the density of dark energy is εDE ≃ 7.17× 10−9 eV4 [9].
2 These problems are the homogeneous, isotropic, horizon, flatness, initial perturbation, mag-
netic monopole, total mass, total entropy and so on. Further reading in [11].
4required indications of success for new theories. However, even though the simplest
explanations in this case are that the cosmological constant can play the role
of a fundamental constant in the equation of general relativity, or be a nonzero
minimum potential of some scalar field(s), there remain coincidental problems that
cannot be abandoned [30]. Therefore we believe that the simplest explanation for
accelerating expansion is the remaining inflaton potential. Based on these beliefs
and the knowledge of mechanics, we are able to suggest a guess—the “effective
friction”—to balance the “force” dependent on the remaining inflaton potential
[30]. Truthfully speaking, this is not an entirely fresh idea because similar thoughts
have been mentioned in the warm inflation theory of Berera, Fang, Moss and others
[15, 16]. In particular, their work has analyzed the “dissipation term 3”—a kind of
damping force of inflaton—in the interaction of fields [17, 18].
If our conjecture about effective friction proves feasible, an “effective static
frictional force” is actually needed for a produced and fixed cosmological constant.
Nevertheless, such a force is very difficult to imagine in field theory and only leads
to the discussion of logic and phenomenon outlined in our last paper [30].
However, a relationship between Nr (trest) (the final particle number of radiation
inside an arbitrary chosen comoving volume, the final comoving particle number or
FCPN for short) and Λ (ECC) has been found, even if it is only obtained through
the “phenomenon” of inflaton dynamics. (Here we use the term “particle number”
to describe the sum of the lepton, baryon (quark) and gauge boson numbers. How-
ever, these cannot be gauged individually.) As mentioned in the abstract, this is
Nr (trest) =
(
ℓ2m2
φ
Λ
4πGσ2(trest)
)3/2
. What is more, we can provide a numerical result that
approaches to the current observational estimates [19–22].
Now, we would like to introduce our consideration in the following context.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Firstly, in Section II we will indicate the
relationship of energy transfer between inflaton and radiation during the inflation
course. The discussion of effective friction will be reviewed later. In Section III,
3 The field equation of warm inflation is proposed as φ¨ + (3H +Υ) φ˙ + V
′
(φ) = 0. Υφ˙ is the
dissipation term.
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besides proposing a relationship between Nr (trest) and Λ, we will also present a
discussion about the essence of Nr (trest) and the relationship between Nr (trest)
and the corresponding entropy obtained from a chosen comoving volume. Mean-
while, numerical results will be shown in Table I. In Section IV, we will provide a
consistent illustration for the coefficient of radiation creation as defined in Section
III. Employing the discovery of the coefficient’s structure, we gain the following
three benefits: 1. a new inflaton field equation; 2. a reasonable explanation for the
expectation that Λ and Nr (trest) are the probabilistic productions; 3. the discovery
of the courses that the particle number will be decreased at some stages. Based
on these benefits, a further discussion about Nr (t) will be proposed. Finally, we
will offer conclusions and discussions in Section V.
In addition, a toy example to depict our findings will be proposed in Appendix
A. The pictures given here not only illustrate the evolution of the comoving particle
number, but also forge an understanding of the relationship between the motion
of inflaton and the reversed effective kinetic friction.
For convenience, the Natural units: c = kB = ~ = 1 are used through this
paper. The definitions and illustrations of needed symbols are listed in Table IV
on the last page. We strongly suggest the reader to peruse this table prior to
beginning the paper as it will aid with later discussions.
II. EFFECTIVE FRICTION OF INFLATON DYNAMICS
A. Energy transfer between inflaton and radiation
First of all, we should illustrate the models and conditions for describing the
energy transfer between inflaton (φ, which is set as a real scalar field) and ra-
diation (r, the relativistic particles) during and after the epoch of inflation. We
assume that our Universe was also homogeneous and isotropic at the very early
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age. Therefore, the FRW line element 4
ds2 = dt2 − R2 (t)
(
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdϕ2
)
(1)
should be employed to provide the spacetime background for the equation of gen-
eral relativity, as
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = −8πG
(
T (φ)µν + T
(r)
µν
)
. (2)
Here, we order equation (2) to contain inflaton and radiation but without the cos-
mological constant/term. For the sake of simplicity and consistency with (1), T
(φ)
µν
(the inflaton energy-momentum tensor) and T
(r)
µν (the radiation energy-momentum
tensor) should be off-diagonal. φ (xµ) = φ (t) guarantees this off-diagonal and
provides components of T
(φ)
µν ,
g−1jj
T
(φ)
00 = εφ (t) =
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ) ,
T
(φ)
jj = pφ (t) =
1
2
φ˙2 − V (φ) ,
T
(φ)
αβ = 0, (α 6= β) ,
j = 1, 2, 3 (3)
when we employ T
(φ)
µν = ∂µφ∂νφ − gµν
(
1
2
gαβ∂αφ∂βφ− V (φ)
)
. Here we define the
minimum value of inflaton potential (V (φ)) as zero. Besides, due to the form of
the radiation energy-momentum tensor,
T (r)µν =
εr (t)
3
(4uµuν − gµν) (4)
(owing to the pressure of radiation pr = εr/3), the 4-velocity of radiation uµ must
obviously be
[uµ] = (1, 0, 0, 0) (5)
to obey the requirement that our Universe has no net matter-current on average.
The following two facts are worthy of note: Firstly, the conditions of T
(φ)
µν and
T
(r)
µν are consistent with a perfect fluid which has no net current, i.e., the energy-
momentum tensor is
Tµν = (ε+ p)uµuν − pgµν , (6)
4
R is the spatial scale factor. We define R (tnow) = 1. The adopted comoving coordinates are
[xµ] = (t, r, θ, ϕ). k is the curvature parameter that takes values of −1 (pseudo-3-sphere), 0
(flat space) or +1 (3-sphere) for the geometry of a Universe.
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and the 4-velocity of elements should be [uµ] = (1, 0, 0, 0). Since uk = 0 (k =
1, 2, 3), we regard it as a condition that the elements must be static at the co-
moving coordinates. Then, we can combine the above settings to write down the
Friedman equations with field φ and radiation as
R¨
R
= −8πG
3
(
φ˙2 − V (φ) + εr
)
, (7)
(
R˙
R
)2
=
8πG
3
(
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ) + εr
)
− k
R2
. (8)
Since we believe that our Universe is unique or adiabatic, the materials
inside it should satisfy the conservation law of Dµ
(
T µν(r) + T
µν
(φ)
)
= 0 (where Dµ
is the covariant derivative). For ν = 0, the law becomes the form of energy
conservation, as
ε˙r + 4Hεr = − [ε˙φ + 3H (εφ + pφ)] . (9)
Clearly, this shows the relationship of energy transfer between φ and radiation.
Based on the considerations of [24, 25] and [16], we now introduce two postulates:
Postulate A: There exists some interaction between φ and radiation. In other
words, we can bring the interaction term Q (t) into (9) to have
ε˙r + 4Hεr = Q (t) , ε˙φ + 3H (εφ + pφ) = −Q (t) . (10)
It follows that φ and radiation are open to each other.
Postulate B: Radiation should be created continuously during and after the epoch
of inflation. The particle creation course for our adiabatic Universe can be
regarded as a self-heating system. We now temporarily separate our Universe
into a Real part and an Imaginary part. Meanwhile, we put the created parti-
cles into the “Real Universe”, and the “heater” into the “Imaginary Universe”.
It is very easy to see that the entropy of the Real will increase during the
course of particle creation, i.e., the Gibbs equation for the “Real Universe”
is
TdSRer = d (εrv) + prdv > 0. (11)
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However, if we combine the Real with the Imaginary, the Gibbs equation
should be written as
Td
(
SRer + S
Im
r
)
= d (εrv) + prdv − dQr = 0 (12)
due to the energy, dQr, output from the “heater”. Assuredly, the Real and the
Imaginary are open to each other. For this reason, Prigogine et al. propose a
description/illustration of the heating process [26]. They suggest the thermal
condition of an open radiation-system in an expanding adiabatic Universe,
as
d (εrv) + prdv − hr
nr
d (nrv) = 0, (13)
which obeys the first law of thermodynamics. Here, hr = εr + pr =
4
3
εr; v =
4
3
π (R (t) ℓ)3 is the chosen comoving volume (ℓ is a fixed comoving coordinate
distance 5); nr (t) = Nr(t)/v(t) is the number density of relativistic particles;
and Nr (t) is the particle number (sum of the lepton, baryon (quark) and
gauge boson numbers) inside a comoving volume (we call it the comoving
particle number, or CPN, for short). Clearly, (13) has a consistent form as
ε˙r + 4Hεr =
4
3
Γεr, (15)
where Γ (t) ≡ N˙r/Nr is the ratio of particle creation (RPC). Then, the solution
of radiation energy density εr is
εr (t) = εr (ti) exp
[
4
3
ˆ t
ti
(Γ− 3H) dτ
]
. (16)
Alternatively, the CPN at time t during the radiation-dominated era can be
shown as
Nr (t) = χ
[
εr (t) (R (t) ℓ)
4]3/4 . (17)
5 Since light moves along null geodesics (ds2 = 0), the coordinate distance that it has peregri-
nated from point A to point B should be
ℓA→B =
ˆ rB
rA
dr√
1− kr2 =
ˆ tend
tstart
dt
R (t)
. (14)
Here we adopt dθ = dφ = 0 for the path. Dependent on (14), the comoving distance at any
cosmic time should be R (t) ℓ for the chosen coordinate distance ℓ. A further illustration can
be seen in Figure 1.
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Due to the reason of d
(
SRer + S
Im
r
)
= 0 during all of our Universe’s evolu-
tionary stage, the maximum SRer + S
Im
r provides the information that the
total parts of the energy transfer of radiation is the state of the thermal
equilibrium. Given that the particles of radiation can be divided into bosons
and fermions, the dimensionless integral constant χ, which is dependent on
initial, can also be found as
χ =
nb (t) + nf (t)
[εb (t) + εf (t)]
3/4
=
ζ(3)
π2
(∑
b
gbT
3
b (t) +
3
4
∑
f
gfT
3
f (t)
)
[
π2
30
(∑
b
gbT
4
b (t) +
7
8
∑
f
gfT
4
f (t)
)]3/4 (18)
according to the Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distributions. Here ζ (3) =
1.20206 . . . is the Riemann zeta function of 3; gb and gf are degrees of free-
dom for bosons and fermions; and Tb (t) and Tf (t) are the temperatures of
bosons and fermions. In addition, Tb, f (t)≫ mb, f and Tb, f (t)≫ µb, f during
the radiation-dominated era (where m is the mass of particle, and µ is the
chemical potential). Moreover, due to the structure of equations (13) and
(18), we can not distinguish the amount of each species from equation (17)
in our scenario.
In the similar way, the Gibbs equation of φ for the “combined” Universe is
Td
(
SReφ + S
Im
φ
)
= d (εφv) + pφdv + dQφ = 0. (19)
We find that
dQφ
dt
v−1 (t) is equal to Q (t) = 4
3
Γεr because of equation (9)—the
energy conservation relation. Now, going back to equation (15), since Γ should not
be less than zero (according to Postulate B), the interaction term Q (t) = 4
3
Γεr ≥ 0
concludes from (10) that the energy of φ will decrease with time and flow into
radiation creation. In other words, inflaton φ is somewhat the heater for creating
radiation.
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B. Inflaton’s effective friction
Return to equation (9). After we take the components of (3) and the condition
of radiation creation of (15) into (9), the field equation of φ will be obtained as
φ˙φ¨+ 3Hφ˙2 + V
′
(φ) φ˙ = −4
3
Γεr. (20)
The term of −4
3
Γεr can be regarded as the power resulting from some “kinetic
frictional force” in phenomenon. Dividing φ˙ into both sides of the equal sign in
(20), the equation of motion of φ (φ-EOM for short) is written as
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V
′
(φ) = −4Γεr
3φ˙
. (21)
Undoubtedly,
fφk ≡ −4Γεr
3φ˙
(22)
can be called the “effective kinetic frictional force” (EKFF) for the oscillating sys-
tem of φ (the φ-system for short) because its direction, 〉fφk〈, is indeed opposite to〉
φ˙
〈
. In addition, from the fact of (20), Γ will be zero (ceasing to create radiation)
when φ˙ = 0. Therefore, we can audaciously guess the amount of “effective static
frictional force” (ESFF) as
‖fφs‖ = lim
φ˙→0
∥∥∥∥−4Γεr3φ˙
∥∥∥∥ . (23)
It should be noted that, there is no problem with equation (23) because no work
will be done by a static frictional force.
III. THE COMOVING PARTICLE NUMBER AND THE EFFECTIVE
COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT
A. The Λ-CPN relationship
In this section, we would like to discuss effective friction in greater depth. Be-
cause RPC is defined as Γ = N˙r
Nr
, the evolution of radiation energy density can be
A The Λ-CPN relationship 11
alternatively rewritten as
fφk · φ˙ (t) = −4Γεr
3
= −4
3
N˙r (t)
Nr (t)
(
Nr (t)
χ
)4/3
(R (t) ℓ)−4 (24)
when we take (17) into (22). According to the conclusion of [26], the change of
the particle number in equation (13) is due to the energy transfer from gravitation
(the expansion or shrinking of a Universe) to matter. We can logically suppose
the particle creation rate as
N˙r (t) = α (t) ℓ
3
R
4 (t) · φ˙ (t) , (25)
where α (t) is the coefficient of radiation creation (CRC). Then, the EKFF can be
expressed as
fφk = −4α (t)
3χ4/3
ℓ−1N
1/3
r (t) ≡ −σ (t) ℓ−1N 1/3r (t) . (26)
Here σ (t) is defined as the reduced coefficient of radiation creation (RCRC), which
is proportional to the CRC. It is also notable that the units of CRC and RCRC
are [α (t)] = [σ (t)] = s−2. Moreover, the sign of σ (t) (or α (t)) is the same as φ˙ (in
the following context, we use “〉σ (t)〈 =
〉
φ˙
〈
” for short as the description of the
situation) to follow the fact of particle creation. In general, the CRC or RCRC is
considered to be a function of time. Of course, it also includes the possibility that
‖σ‖ is a constant. In actual fact, (25) asserts another conclusion: the stopping
φ can be employed to answer the question of why we have never seen a particle
created spontaneously even though the Universe is expanding.
Now, suppose that an ESFF exists in the φ-system. This leads to the expecta-
tion that φ will finally come to rest at the position of φ (trest). It is actually possible
that φ (trest) is not the position of minimum point of V (φ) [30]. Correspondingly,
the following objects will become fixed when t ≥ trest, as
Nr (t) = Nr (trest) , (27)
V (φ (t)) = V (φ (trest)) . (28)
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Here Nr (trest) is the final particle number inside a chosen comoving volume during
the radiation-dominated era (a more thorough discussion of Nr (trest) will be held
in Subsection IIIB 2 and IVC). The illustration for (27) is shown in Figure 1.
Thus, (21), (26), (27) and (28) provide(
dV
dφ
)
t≥trest
= −σ (t) ℓ−1N 1/3r (trest) (29)
due to the balance between the force −V ′ (φ (t)) and the EFF
(
−4Γεr
3φ˙
)
when
t ≥ trest. In order to be consistent with the inference of (28), σ (t) must be a
constant of σ (trest) (we call it the static reduced coefficient of radiation creation,
SRCRC), when t ≥ trest.
Next, to fit observations, we must introduce a proper model of inflaton into our
discussion. We test result (29) by employing the classical chaotic model, V (φ) =
1
2
m2φφ
2. Since the remaining inflaton potential will become the energy density of
ECC, as V (φ (trest)) =
Λ
8πG
, Λ and Nr (trest) will be found in expression
V
′
(φ (trest)) = ±
√
m2φΛ
4πG
= −σ (trest) ℓ−1N 1/3r (trest) . (30)
Here, the sign of “±” is dependent on the position of φ (trest). Additionally, it
should be noted that 〉σ (trest)〈 is opposite to 〉φ (trest)〈. Rewriting (30) clearly,
the exact Λ-CPN relationship becomes
Nr (trest) =
(
ℓ2m2φΛ
4πGσ2 (trest)
)3/2
. (31)
B. Numerical results
1. The comoving entropy and the comoving particle number
Before we present the numerical result for the CPN and Λ, we should first
outline the relationship between comoving entropy and the CPN. Nesteruk has
come up with an applicable method and his result is that the particle number of
a decoupled species inside a chosen adiabatic comoving volume is proportional to
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Figure 1. Due to the homogeneous and isotropic properties of our Universe, the particle
number inside a chosen comoving volume should be a constant after the creation has
been ceased. For the two pictures below, meanings are signified by colorized objects:
the blue line is the comoving circle; red points are the particles inside the circle; green
points are particles outside the circle; grey lines are the comoving coordinates. The left
hand picture shows a younger Universe at t0 old, and the chosen comoving circle has a
comoving radius of a = R (t0) ℓ. The right hand picture is the same Universe but its age
is t0 + ∆t, and the comoving radius enlarges to b = R (t0 +∆t) ℓ. Here, ℓ denotes the
chosen comoving coordinate radius.
the decoupled species’ entropy as observed from the same volume (we call this
comoving entropy for short) [25]. According to the Gibbs equation
TjdSj = d (εjv) + pjdv, (32)
we can easily have
Tj
S˙j
v
= ε˙j + (εj + pj)
(
R˙
R
)
. (33)
Here, v = (R (t) ℓ)3 is the chosen comoving volume; Sj (t) is the entropy for an
arbitrary species j inside the chosen comoving volume; and Tj is the temperature
defined by the density of species j. When the Universe is creating the species j,
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Sj (t) increases simultaneously. Then, the entropy reaches a maximum constant
when the creation of the species has ceased and the species itself has decoupled
from others. In other words, the situation of S˙j (t ≥ tj,dec) = 0 means that there
is no (net) energy current for the species j between arbitrary comoving volumes.
It also means that no energy transfer exists between species j and other species
inside the chosen comoving volume.
Of course,
∑
l
Sl will finally become a maximum constant to consist with the
basic belief—the unique or adiabatic Universe—when the creation of all of species
has ceased, even if some do not decouple from others. This is where the famous
continuity equation of the Standard Model of Cosmology comes in.
Now, we adopt the example of a decoupling-neutrino. The following thermal
equilibrium conditions are needed:
pν (t) =
εν (t)
3
, (34)
εν (t) =
π2
30
· 7
8
∑
ν
gνT
4
ν (t) , (35)
nν (t) =
ζ (3)
π2
· 3
4
∑
ν
gνTν
3 (t) , (36)
at the cosmic time t & tν, dec. Here tν, dec & 0.2 s is the decoupling time of the
neutrino; the decoupling temperature is about Tν (t ≈ tν, dec) ≃ 1.5MeV [27–29];∑
ν
gν = 6 is the degree of freedom for neutrino species (3 flavors, 2 spin states
each). The Gibbs equation for the decoupling-neutrino becomes
(TνdSν)t ≈ 4.2 · (TνdNν)t (37)
in consideration of Nν (t) = nν (t) v (t).
However, we have no direct data for Sν (tdec). Fortunately, we can substitute
Sν (tnow) for Sν (tdec), and vice versa since S˙ν (t ≥ tν,dec) ≈ 0 6. According to the
estimate of [19, 20], the entropy of cosmic-background neutrinos inside presently
6 Due to the possibility of a small mass,
∑
mν < 0.58 eV (forw = −1) [22], the neutrino probably
interacts weakly with gravity, and it also looks like a non-relativistic particle at the present
moment. This is why the symbol of “≈” is used. Regardless, the neutrino number inside a
large enough chosen comoving volume should not change after its decoupling time.
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observable Universe is SobsCBN (tnow) = sCBN (tnow) · vobs (tnow) = (5.16± 0.14)×1089.
This is because the present day value of the CBN entropy density is
sCBN (tnow) =
2π2
45
· 7
8
∑
ν
gνT
3
CBN (tnow)
= (1.411± 0.014)× 109m−3, (38)
and the volume of today’s observable Universe [28] is
vobs (tnow) =
4
3
π (R (tnow) ℓPH)
3
=
4
3
π
(
R (tnow)
ˆ tnow
tPlanck
dt
R (t)
)3
= (3.65± 0.10)× 1080m3. (39)
(The present CBN temperature is TCBN = (4/11)
1/3 TCMB = (4/11)
1/3·(2.725± 0.002K).
ℓPH is the present particle horizon coordinate distance.) Therefore, the neutrino
number was about Nν (tdec) ≈ 1.2×1089 inside the comoving volume of the present
particle horizon coordinate distance (v (tν, dec) ∝ (R (tν,dec) ℓPH)3) at the decou-
pling time tν, dec. Of course, the neutrino number inside the presently observable
Universe (vobs (tnow) ∝ (R (tnow) ℓPH)3) is still Nν (tnow) ≈ 1.2× 1089.
One point worthy of attention is the fact that result (37) can be applied to
CMB and WIMP dark matter (S ≈ 4NCMBorWDM) because they are the known
decoupled species. Of course, this requires the species of WDM to be a kind of
fermion. And then we can employ the same thought to estimate these particle
number inside the comoving volume for any chosen coordinate distance.
2. What is the Nr (trest)?
Now, we have to talk about the role and essence of Nr (trest). In Section I,
the words of “particle number” has defined as the sum of lepton, baryon (quark)
and gauge boson number. However, we can also count the CPN by using the
classification of the species of particles (such as photon, electron, neutrino, quark,
and so on). Dependent on the consideration, the following statements should be
highlighted to facilitate further discussion:
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1. According to Subsection IIIB 1, the CPN of an arbitrary decoupled species
j (N (tj,dec)) is proportional to its entropy (S (tj,dec)), which can be ob-
tained from a chosen comoving volume ((R (tj,dec) ℓ)
3) at the time (tj,dec)
when the species j decouples from others. Moreover, we can conclude that
no net energy current manifests between arbitrary comoving volumes inside
the Universe, not only because the decoupled species has stopped its inter-
actions with other species, but also due to the belief that our Universe is
unique or adiabatic. Therefore, the entropy of a decoupled species inside
a comoving volume should be a constant, even if the volume is expanding.
This is equivalent to the other fact: namely that the CPN of an arbitrary
decoupled species is also incontestably a constant.
2. Due to the spirit of the Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distributions, we
can employ the temperature to relate the (energy or number) density of a
relativistic species. On the other hand, a relativistic species’ density can be
employed to relate the temperature of the species. (Here, the properties of
Tb, f (t)≫ mb, f and Tb, f (t)≫ µb, f should be satisfied.) Thus, when a species
j drops out of thermal equilibrium, its temperature and density will evolve
independently. This is the meaning of the “decoupling”. Since the system
what we concern is adiabatic, the comoving entropy of the species j will be
a constant after its decoupling, namely, the CPN of the species j will be also
invariant. For this reason, we absolutely can employ the time of tj,dec to
represent the time while the species j is ceased to produce, and the constant
CPN of the species j can be shown as N (tj,dec). From the viewpoint of the
particle physics, the decoupling of a species means that the species will no
longer interact with others. It is of course that a decoupled species will not
become another species.
3. Equations (29) and (30) remind us that the E(S)FF is dependent on
Nr
(
t(rest)
)
. For this reason, any situation which can change this number
will also weaken or strengthen the EFF. Of course, the value of the cosmo-
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logical constant will be moved indirectly by the change of the CPN. (The
situation of Λ = 0 is a very special case that will be discussed in Subsec-
tion IVB2.) Thus, in our scenario, a fixed ECC implies that the Universe
has a finite and constant CPN N (trest). However, according to the Λ-CPN
relationship (31), an observable variation of Λ needs a sufficient number fluc-
tuation to occur at the same cosmic time throughout the entire Universe.
In other words, if the comoving number fluctuation is not enough, or the
fluctuation is LOCAL (even if it is very big), the observable variation of Λ
will not be discovered by us or any alien.
Surely, the number Nr (trest) which appears in this paper means the TOTAL CPN,
i.e.,
Nr (trest) =
∑
j
N (tj,dec) +
∑
l
Nl, int. (40)
As we know, some species which still have interactions with others can be found
in stars, the center of galaxies, our accelerators, nukes, and even in light bulbs
(photons only) etc. Due to the facts, we can separate these species into the part
of
∑
l
Nl, int. It is now known that if we ignore the case of neutrino oscillation, the
lepton number and baryon (quark) number will be conserved after the GUT (grand
unified theory) phase. Put simply,
∑
l
Nl, int can be regarded as the constant for a
big enough comoving volume. (Since, throughout the entire Universe, the energy
density of the photons created by stars and humankind is too small.)
According to the present data, the estimate of WIMP dark matter SobsWDM (tnow)
is close to 2 × 1088±1 [19]; CMB data supports SobsCMB (tnow) ≈ 5.4 × 1089 [19, 20].
Including the CBN comoving number, these provide a similar figure of 1089 inside
the comoving volume (4π
3
(R (t > tLdec) ℓPH)
3, tLdec is the decoupling time for the
last decoupled species). On the other hand, the number density for presently
“observable” baryon is about nB ≈ 0.11m−3 (Fukugita et al., 1997 [21]) or nB ≈
0.26m−3 (Komatsu et al., 2010 [22]), which means that the number of baryons
currently seen in cosmic gas, dust and stars inside the Universe is about 1079.
Therefore, we can conclude that Nr (trest) ≈ 1089∼90 is the total particle number
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Table I. Numerical results for Gσ2 (trest) vs. Nr (trest) vs. Sr (t ≈ tLdec). Inflaton mass
is employed as mφ = t
−1
Planck ≈ 1.855 × 1043 s−1; the value of ECC is Λ ≈ 1.127 ×
10−35 s−2, which is dependent on the average present day value of the Hubble rate,
Hnow ≈ 70 km/s/Mpc [23]. The comoving coordinate radius of the present particle horizon
is defined as the unit length: ℓPH ≡ 1. The volume of the presently observable Universe
is vobs (tnow) = 3.65 × 1080m3.
ℓ † Gσ2 (trest) Nr (trest) Sr (tLdec)
1 1 5.421 × 1075 2.168 × 1076
1 10−4 5.421 × 1081 2.168 × 1082
1 10−9.2 3.420 × 1089 1.368 × 1090
0.01 10−9.2 3.420 × 1083 1.368 × 1084
† ℓ = 1 is the case of the present particle horizon coordinate distance.
which is the sum of these major parts of matter inside the comoving volume of
vPH (t) =
4π
3
(R (t > tLdec) ℓPH)
3.
3. Numerical results of the Λ-CPN relationship
Here, we provide numerical results in Table I. These values are obtained by
taking the value of inflaton mass and the observational data of Λ into (31) and
(37).
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Table II. This shows the relationship of signs (directions) which occur at the time when
t→ trest. Here we employ the restoring force of φ as “−dV (φ(t))dφ = −m2φφ (t)”.
〉σ (t)〈 〉fφk〈 〉σ (trest)〈 〉fφs〈
〉
φ˙ (t)
〈 〉
−m2φφ (t)
〈
〉φ (trest)〈
〉
−m2φφ (trest)
〈
+ − + − + + − +
− + − + − − + −
+ − − + + − + −
− + + − − + − +
IV. PROBABILISTIC Λ AND THE COURSE OF PARTICLE CREATION
A. The behavior of σ (t)
In Section III, we define a RCRC, σ (t), for describing the course of particle
creation. As in the equations of (26), the requirement 〉σ (t)〈 =
〉
φ˙ (t)
〈
guarantees
that 〉EKFF〈 is always opposite to
〉
φ˙
〈
. In addition, according to (30), if we
employ V (φ) = 1
2
m2φφ
2 to consider the case of an oscillating inflaton, 〉σ (trest)〈 =
−〉φ (trest)〈 is included to insure 〉ESFF〈 against the direction of the final restoring
force
〉−V ′ (φ (trest))〈.
However, a sharp-eyed reader will find a discontinuous situation: there exists a
case whereby 〉σ (t)〈 = −〉σ (trest)〈 when φ approaches to the static point φ (trest)
(the relationship of time is t→ trest). All of the various behaviors when t→ trest
are listed in Table II.
The continuous situations between 〉σ (t)〈 and 〉σ (trest)〈 are shown in the two
columns above the central line of Table II. Meanwhile, the nethermost two columns
are the discontinuous situations. Actually, discontinuous situations do not only
happen in the example of the spring oscillating system from [30]; if we consider
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the question carefully, we will see that they also occur when φ approaches each
and every turning point. However, even though the behavior of σ (t) does not
violate the laws of physics, we remain uncomfortable because the discontinuation
means that Nature allows a σ (t) which can suddenly change its sign but keep its
value. Until now, a reasonable solution to explain these discontinuities has not
been forthcoming. Fortunately, however, there does exist an intriguing mechanism
for illustrating them. This unexpected result will be proposed in Subsection IVB.
B. The structure of σ (t)
1. The structure of σ (t) and the new inflaton field equation
Now, we will try to provide illustrations for the discontinuity of σ (t→ trest)
and the probabilistic result of φ (trest) = 0. According to (31), Nr ≫ 1 and
Λ = 0 cannot occur simultaneously. However, if we employ the inflaton model
in the form of V (φ) = 1
2
m2φφ
2 and consider that a maximum ESFF exists in
inflaton dynamics, the discussion and conclusion of [30] indicates that, because
of (quantum) probability, it is possible for the final position of φ (trest) inside
the “stagnant zone” to become zero. To account for this violation, a reasonable—if
temporary—explanation is that the SRCRC σ (trest) will become zero when φ (trest)
is also zero. If this deduction works, a possible structure of RCRC is
σ (t) = u (t)φ (t) +̟ (t) φ˙ (t) , (41)
where u (t) and ̟ (t) are two nonzero and undetermined coefficients, and their
units are [u (t)] = s−1 and [̟ (t)] = 1. The first property of u (t ≥ trest) = u (trest)
must be satisfied for a fixed σ (trest) to be constructed, but ̟ (t ≥ trest) does not
necessarily have to be a constant, since a zero value of φ˙ (t ≥ trest) means that
̟ (t) φ˙ (t) contributes nothing to σ (t ≥ trest). Then, a comparison with Table II
and the analysis in Subsection IVA reveals that the conclusion
〉u (t)〈 = −, 〉̟ (t)〈 = + (42)
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should be abided.
Therefore, the discontinuity worry of σ (t→ tr) as listed in Table II disappears
due to the assumption of (41). This result derives from two facts: the powerful
̟
(
t‖φ˙‖>0
)
φ˙
(
t‖φ˙‖>0
)
makes σ (t) become dependent on the (fast enough) rolling
φ˙; and σ
(
tφ˙→0
)
is controlled by −∥∥u (tφ˙→0)∥∥φ (tφ˙→0). Besides, any discontinuous
course (including those that emerge when φ approaches to every turning point)
will have a situation of σ (t . τj) = 0 (where {τj}j=1, 2, 3, ··· is the set of times
for these turning points). Thus, the EFF will become zero when t runs to τj . An
explanation of this discovery is given in Subsection IVB3. Readers can also review
a toy example in Figure 3, which will aid with picturing the EFF’s behavior.
Followingly, (21) will become the new inflaton field equation
φ¨+
(
3H +̟ℓ−1N
1/3
r
)
φ˙+
(
V
′
(φ)− ‖u‖ ℓ−1φN 1/3r
)
= 0 (43)
by introducing (24) and (41). It should be mentioned that ℓ is a constant chosen
coordinate distance; H and Nr must be functions of time; and u (t) and ̟ (t) are
dependent on model selection. Clearly, (43) is consistent with the discussion of
the dissipation term (Υφ˙, which has been mentioned in footnote 3) from the warm
inflation scenario.
2. The probabilistic Λ and CPN
If we employ the example of φ (trest) = ±
√
Λ
4πGm2
φ
from the classical chaotic
model for our Universe, the result (31) will be transformed into
Λ =
4πG
m2φ
(‖uour (trest)‖ ℓ−1φ (trest)N 1/3r (trest))2 (44)
according to the last term of (43) when φ˙ (trest) = 0. Here uour (trest) means that
the coefficient is only for our Universe. From the relationship in (44), it looks
as if the combination of Nr ≫ 1 and Λ = 0 will possibly occur, provided that
φ (trest) = 0.
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Now, two simpler questions require attention: What will happen to the Universe
if ‖u (t)‖ = ‖u†‖ for t ≥ tbegin? How about if ‖σ (t)‖ = ‖σ†‖ for t ≥ tbegin?
We first give answer to the second question. It is obvious that the force relation
of the oscillating φ is
∥∥∥V ′ (φ (τj))∥∥∥ ≥ ‖fφk (τj)‖ = ‖σ†‖ ℓ−1N 1/3r (τj) , τj ≤ trest (45)
at every turning point φ (τj) ({τj}j=1, 2, 3, ··· is the set of times for the turning points).
Of course, φ (τj) includes the last turning point—φ (trest). Employing V (φ) =
1
2
m2φφ
2, (45) becomes
m2φ ‖φ (trest)‖ = ‖σ†‖ ℓ−1N 1/3r (trest) (46)
when Nr (trest) becomes large enough at τk = trest. Dependent on equation (46),
the Universe has a nonzero exact ECC of
Λ =
4πG
m2φ
(‖σ†‖ ℓ−1N 1/3r (trest))2 . (47)
Next, we will discuss the first question. Utilizing the model V (φ) = 1
2
m2φφ
2,
the fact of the force relationship is
∥∥∥V ′ (φ (τj))∥∥∥ = m2φ ‖φ (τj)‖ ≥ ‖u†‖ ‖φ (τj)‖ ℓ−1N 1/3r (τj) (48)
for every turning point φ (τj) (where τj ≤ trest). Alternatively, the more clear
relationship of (48) is
(
m2φ − ‖u†‖ ℓ−1N 1/3r (τj)
) ‖φ (τj)‖ ≥ 0. (49)
Since the decreasing ‖φ (t)‖ provides a part of the energy to increase Nr (t), the
restoring force will subsequently be canceled out by the fixed final EFF when
τj ≥ trest, as (
m2φ − ‖u†‖ ℓ−1N 1/3r (trest)
) ‖φ (trest)‖ = 0. (50)
It is obvious that the simplest conditions of balance are:
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1. Nr (trest) =
(
m2
φ
‖u†‖ℓ−1
)3
for any possible ‖φ (trest)‖ which is lower than the
maximum value, ‖φ (trest)‖MAX. Of course, this includes the situation of the
minimum φ (trest) = 0. Unfortunately, the value of ‖φ (trest)‖MAX cannot be
provided here unless we have sufficient information about the energy transfer.
2. ‖φ (trest)‖ = 0 for any possible value ofNr (trest). This means thatNr (trest) <(
m2
φ
‖u†‖ℓ−1
)3
= Nr (trest)MAX could occur. However, we also do not know the
minimum value, Nr (trest)min, here
7.
According to the above two illustrations, φ (trest) and Nr (trest) can be concluded
as the probabilistic results that are restricted to the correspondingly necessary
regions. This is consistent with the expectation of the probabilistic production of
the cosmological constant [30].
3. The decrease of CPN and the reversed “EKFF”
Following the above discussion of RCRC, a very important discovery should be
mentioned. From the assumption of the dynamic RCRC in (41), it accords to have
the situation of
〉σ (t)〈 = −
〉
φ˙ (t)
〈
(51)
due to the contribution of a stronger “−‖u (t)‖φ (t)” when the rolling φ approaches
to every turning point of the φ-system (while the relation of sign between φ and
φ˙ is 〉φ (t)〈 =
〉
φ˙ (t)
〈
). Such an unabandonable property will destroy the order of
Postulate B because we have
N˙r (t) =
3
4
χ
4/3ℓ3
(
−‖u (t)‖φ (t) +̟ (t) φ˙ (t)
)
R
4 (t) φ˙ (t) (52)
7 In addition, statement 3 of Subsection III B 2 raises a situation in which the amount of EFF and
Λ vary when CPN is changed by some interactions. Now a proper explanation for the special
case of Λ = 0 can be proposed: if the temporary static position of φ (tTS) = 0 is the minimum
point of inflaton potential, the number’s change will not strengthen the corresponding EFF,
because of the two properties, σ (tTS) = u (tTS)φ (tTS) and fTS = −σ (tTS) ℓ−1N 1/3r (tTS). It
follows that the EFF cannot be increased and is therefore unable lift Λ from zero. This is why
the CPN is probabilistic, if the ECC of a Universe is zero.
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after combining (25) and (41). Equation (52) depicts how the CPN will be
decreased when (51) (with the stronger “−‖u (t)‖φ (t)”) happens. Fortunately,
all of the ideas outlined in this paper are feasible, even if the temporary viola-
tion of Postulate B must be allowed in our scenario. Moreover, if the guess of
RCRC, (41), can be extended to any model of inflaton potential, the correspond-
ing Universe will also have some stages that the CPN will be decreased when(
−‖u (t)‖φ (t) +̟ (t) φ˙ (t)
)
φ˙ (t) < 0. In Appendix A, we offer a toy example to
illustratively demonstrate the course of particle creation based on the assumption
from (41).
A careful analysis of the situations corresponding to (51) reveals that the direc-
tion of EKFF (fφk = −σ (t) ℓ−1N 1/3r (t)) will change at the stage of CPN decrease.
It also asserts that the φ-system can have several “frictionless” situations when
φ → φ (τj). Since the reversed “EKFF” weakens the restoring force −V ′ (φ (t))
when the rolling φ approaches to the turning point, it helps φ˙ to keep running
longer. Subsequently, particles will begin to be created when φ starts to leave the
turning point. Again, these processes are presented in an easily digestible form in
the toy example from Appendix A.
C. The meaning of Nr (t)
Even though we have illustrated the FCPN by employing the classification of
species in Subsection IIIB 2, in this subsection, we should have a deeper discus-
sion about the CPN from the point of the quantum numbers—lepton and baryon
(quark) number. Especially, the discovery of the decrease of CPN can be found
in our scenario. According to the definition at the beginning of this article, the
name of particle number means the sum of lepton, baryon (quark) and gauge bo-
son number. In addition, the standard model of particle physics tells us that the
numbers of leptons and baryons will be conserved after the GUT phase transition.
Therefore, except the primordial cosmic photons, the CPN can be determined as
a constant after the GUT phase. (The gluon number is similar to baryon number
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Table III. The creation conditions of particles and anti-particles. The sign of ± denote
the sign for the value of φ˙ (t) · φ˙ (t) and −φ (t) · φ˙ (t). In addition, P represents the
creation of particle, AP represents the creation of anti-particle.
φ˙ (t) −φ (t)
φ˙ (t) + + −
creation P P AP
since gluons will combine with quarks to become hadrons. Meanwhile, due to the
electrical neutrality of our Universe, the number of electrons is also close to the
number of quarks.) In other words, the lepton and baryon (quark) numbers will
not change if the annihilations occur. A question arises naturally: what is the
meaning of the decrease of the CPN indicated in the previous sections?
In our opinion, the decrease presented in equation (52) can be illustrated by us-
ing the thought of anti-particle creation. To image the process of particle creation,
if N˙r (t) > 0 represents the phenomenon that the creation rate of particles is larger
than the rate of anti-particles, the course that the creation rate of anti-particles is
more than the rate of particles can be indubitably denoted by N˙r (t) < 0. More-
over, if we regard neutrino as the Majorana particle, the numbers of neutrinos
and cosmic photons will increase when their anti-particles create. For this rea-
son, it seems that our discovery of equation (52) can provide the illustration in
phenomenon for the fact that the numbers of baryons and electrons are much less
than the numbers of photons and neutrinos.
Dependent on (52), the evolution equation of particle number, Table III can
be made to indicate the conditions for particle and anti-particle creation. Clearly,
the absolute positive term φ˙ (t) · φ˙ (t) creates particles throughout the creation
course for any arbitrary situation of inflaton’s motion. However, the creation
of anti-particles is controlled by the term of −φ˙ (t) · φ (t) only if the situation
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of
〉
φ˙ (t)
〈
= 〉φ (t)〈 occurs. Moreover, it can easily discovered that the term
of ‖u (t)‖R4 (t) plays as the major role to define the amount of anti-particles.
Therefore, from the research of phenomenon, the facts about anti-particle for its
creation and less amount can be naturally obtained. In other words, it is possible
to depict the evolution of the CPN and the scale factor during the creation epoch,
if we can determine the terms of u (t) and ̟ (t).
Now, the conclusions of the CPN can be proposed from the point of the quantum
number: 1. lepton, baryon (quark) and primordial gauge boson numbers will be
ceased to create during the GUT phase transition; 2. the anti-particles will be
created before the GUT phase transition to reduce the particle number; 3. the
number of the Majorana particles will be increased when their anti-particles are
created from the vacuum or the interactions of other species; 4. the final total
CPN will become a constant after the stage of annihilation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To our surprise, the Λ-CPN relationship is very simple. According to equations
(24), (25) and (31) , the following statements may be possible:
1. The guess of N˙r (t) = α (t) ℓ
3
R
4 (t) · φ˙ (t) is correct. Additionally, when
t ≥ trest, CRC should become a constant of α (trest) to provide inflaton
dynamics with a nonzero effective static frictional force, even if particles are
no longer created.
2. According to (25), a static inflaton verifies why we have never observed any
spontaneously created particle. In other words, the running inflaton controls
the creation switch.
Moreover, through the analysis of RCRC, we obtain the following conclusions:
• The final results of the ECC Λ and the CPN N (trest) are probabilistic. Their
values will fall into their own ranges. For Λ, the lowest minimum that can be
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allowed is zero, but the upper limit can not be provide at the present stage.
In addition, the range of the CPN is N (trest)min ≤ N (trest) ≤
(
m2
φ
‖u†‖ℓ−1
)3
.
However, the minimum value of the CPN can not be determined.
• We discover a new inflaton field equation of (43) which contains parameters
of Nr (t) and “particle creation coefficients”. This equation shows that the
EFF includes a dissipation term, a kind of damping force of inflaton, and a
friction term which is dependent on whether the position of an inflaton can
provide a static EFF to keep the (tiny) relic of inflaton potential remaining.
• Furthermore, since an inflaton still rolls after the end of inflation, a rolling
inflaton which approaches to every turning point of the φ-system will
lead the “EKFF” to reverse. In phenomenon, such a process makes the
decrease of CPN occur. This fact concludes that Postulate A is activated
but Postulate B destroyed during the last phase of inflation. Equation (A1)
and the figures of Appendix A clearly show the evolution of the CPN. To
this result, it possibly relates with the “course of antiparticle creation”. Due
to the discovery of equation (52), the problem of the short of baryon number
can be reasonably illustrated in phenomenon.
Comparing the estimates proposed by [19–22] with our numerical results from
Table I, the evidence strongly indicates that the ECC is highly supported by
contributions from the CPN of the decoupled species of CBN, CMB and
WDM . Moreover, if the species of WDM is a kind of lepton or baryon, it is very
possible that the CMB photon is the last decoupled species. Therefore, according
to statement 3 of Subsection IIIB 2 and conclusion 4 of Subsection IVC, the CPN
will become a constant when the course of e± annihilation ends. Moving forward,
the ECC that we observe today has been stable since our Universe was
a little more than 100 seconds old .
As for the result of the 1089 comoving particles which appear in the presently
observable Universe, we should employ Gσ2 (trest) ≈ 10−9 to connect the rela-
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tionship between ECC and NPH (NPH is the particle number inside the comoving
volume (4π
3
(R (t > tLdec) ℓPH)
3)). Is there any mystery of Gσ2 (trest) ≈ 10−9? We
will continue our research to find out the answer of the question.
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Appendix A: The course of particle creation: A toy case
Here, we would like to offer an example to show the process of particle creation.
This is dependent on the assumption of (41) for RCRC. Again, it should be em-
phasized that the following example is a toy case designed to facilitate a
smooth understanding of the effect of (41). We employ the CPN evolution
equation
Nr (t) = Nr (tbegin) + (A1)
3
4
χ
4/3ℓ3
ˆ t
tbegin
(
−‖u (t)‖φ (t) +̟ (t) φ˙ (t)
)
R
4 (t) φ˙ (t) dt
from integrating equation (25). For drawing pictures, the conditions
tbegin = 1, Nr (1) = 25, χ = 0.8144, ℓ = ℓPH = 1,
‖u (t)‖ = ̟ (t) = 1010,
are necessary. Besides, we order the scale factor and scalar field as
R (t) =
√
t,
φ˙ (t) = − exp
(
−t− 1
4π
)
sin
(
t− 1√
12π
)
, φ (1) ≈ 4.9567.
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Figure 2. The evolution of scalar field φ (t).
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Figure 3. The evolution of effective friction.
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Figure 4. The evolution of particle number inside a chosen comoving volume.
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The course of particle creation can be clearly observed from Figure 4. The
EKFF reverses its direction from “+” to “−” for the first time at t ≈ 15, while
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〉
φ˙ (t < 20)
〈
= −. Additionally, the result that the EKFF and φ˙ have the same
direction at the same time i.e., 〉fφk (15 < t < 20)〈 =
〉
φ˙ (15 < t < 20)
〈
= −, nat-
urally follows. This causes the first instance of the decrease of CPN to occur.
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Table IV. AN ILLUSTRATION OF SYMBOLS THAT APPEAR IN THIS PAPER
SYMBOL
NAME
UNIT ⋆ SIGN ‡ MEANING
t
cosmic time
s +
tbegin
The time when inflation begins.
G
Newton’s gravitational constant
s2 +
ℓ
comoving coordinate distance
s +
This is chosen and fixed.
For more information see footnote 5.
R (t)
spatial scale factor
1 + R (tnow) ≡ 1.
v
comoving coordinate volume
s3 + v = ℓ3
v (t)
comoving volume
s3 +
v (t) = (R (t) ℓ)3
The proper volume.
N (t)
comoving particle number
1 + Amount of particles inside a comoving volume.
n (t)
number density
s−3 + n (t) ≡
N(t)
v(t)
ε (t)
energy density
s−4 +
ε (t) ≡
E(t)
v(t)
;
E (t) is the comoving energy.
p (t)
pressure
s−4 ±
pDE < −
εDE
3
for dark energy;
pr =
εr
3
for radiation.
H (t)
Hubble rate
s−1 ± H (t) ≡ R˙(t)
R(t)
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φ (t)
inflaton
s−1 ±
A real scalar field;
φ comes to rest at t > trest.
mφ
inflaton mass
s−1 +
V (φ)
inflaton potential
s−4 +
V (φ (trest))
The remaining inflaton potential.
Λ
effective cosmological constant
s−2 + Λ = 8πGV (φ (trest)).
T (t)
temperature
s−1 +
f
effective friction
s−3 ±
α (t)
coefficient of radiation creation
s−2 ± α (trest) is a constant called the SCRC.
σ (t)
reduced coefficient of radiation creation
s−2 ± σ (trest) is a constant called the SRCRC.
χ
particle number integral constant
1 +
χ ≈ 0.8144
Dependent on the thermal equilibrium condition.
S
comoving entropy
1 + It is estimated from a chosen comoving volume.
⋆ It is due to the unit choice that we adopt the Natural units: c = kB = ~ = 1.
‡ We denote the sign or direction of Ω by using 〉Ω〈.
